Nativity DVDs
Go Look in The Manger
Based on a true story. Set in 1966 8 year old Ricky tries to
impress his classmates. He makes then breaks a promise to
his mother. Ricky discovers his mother's forgiveness.

The Mouse In The Manger

The Star of Christmas
Big Idea's Veggie Tales.

The animated stories of the
New Testament : The King is
Born [DVD]

Three Christmas Classics :
Christmas Is
The City that forgot about
Christmas
The Stableboy's Christmas

The story of Oscar the Mouse who becomes angry with his
father and leaves home. In his adventures he feels a deep
sense of loneliness. He enters into self-discovery within the
stories of those he meets. Oscar returns home with a better
understanding of himself and those around him. A story of
friendship and service.
Bob the Tomato and Larry the Cucumber appear as Cavis
and Millward -- based loosely on Gilbert and
SullivanTthey've written a Christmas Eve musical to "teach
London how to love". But children at St. Bart's are planning
a nativity play for the same evening, and they plan to feature
the Star of Christmas, a religious artifact unseen by the
public for decades. The Post Gazette writes a story about
the nativity play and the Star, and Cavis and Millward hatch
a plan to make their musical better than the children's play.
In the end, they learn the true meaning of Christmas. the
greatest love of all when Jesus was born!.

Interactive DVD. Uses King James and New International
Versions. Includes Adventure Quiz with 3 skill levels.
"Beginning with Gabriel announcing God's blessed plan for
Mary, this DVD brings all the elements of this timeless story
to life. Journey with Mary and Joseph to Bethlehem and
witness the humble birth of our Saviour together with the
shepherds.
Christmas Is (22mins) An animated classic about Benji,
a disappointed little boy who must play the second shepherd
in the school play-again. Disappointment turns to joy when a
daydream transports him and his lovable pooch, Waldo, back
to the first Christmas. There the second shepherd shares with
them the angels' message--that Jesus is born in Bethlehem!
The City that forgot about Christmas (22 mins) The story
of a woodcarver who lived in a village that had forgotten about
Christmas. When he taught the children of the town about the
birth of Jesus, the uncaring village was filled with the joy of Christ.
The Stableboy's Christmas (27 mins) This award-winning dramatic
special finds 10-year-old Tammy travelling back in time to the first
Christmas in Bethlehem and witnessing the little stableboy's act of
unselfish love when he gives the Christ child his pet lamb. Tammy
then realizes how sharing presents with others is a way of sharing
God's love at Christmas. (2002)
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